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A pathologist in the normal sense deals with the «alien» or «invading» causes
of bodily disease, viruses, bacteria, failure of the immunity defence system and
so on. Even where the notion of morbidity is expanded metaphorically to in-
clude the human psyche or states of society as in Freud and Ma rx, it is as-
sumed these states have external causes. Although, unlike both Freud and
Ma rx, pathologists do not pretend to be similarly expert in the science of heal-
ing, it is the causes codified in pathology that you need to neutralize if yo u
want to pre vent or cure disease.

Both Ma rx and Freud are pathologists in this extension of the normal sense.
K i e rk e g a a rd, though explicitly addressing what he calls a sickness, is not. He
thinks the sickness is self-induced —not induced by i ts e l f, as could be said
of any disease— but induced by the people whose sickness it is. In one sense
it is of course true that the bodily and mental states which re c e i ve the atten-
tion of a pathologist may also be induced by the person whose states they are .
People contract influenza by visiting badly ventilated public places in a time
of epidemic, they can bring on headaches by reading in a bad light, or in-
duce mental illness by taking drugs or living in certain kinds of straitened
c i rcumstance. But Kierk e g a a rd claims something else: the morbid condition
he discerns is one we «cause» just by wanting to be or to remain in it. No t
only that, the ve ry thought that the states he calls sickness are caused in the
o rd i n a ry sense is itself, in his view, a morbid one, part of a state of sickness
we choose to be in. It, too, finds its place in the nosology provided in T h e
Sickness unto De a t h.

The sickness is called «despair», and Kierk e g a a rd calls it a sickness of the
spirit. Spirit is not some ethereal addition to the human psychosoma, some
e ven more refined ghost in the machine, but the fact that human beings are
self-conscious. In the first instance this means only that linguistically mature
human beings can use the first-person pronoun. Since despair itself, howe-
ve r, is defined as the wish to be rid of oneself1, the term «self» as it occurs in
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«oneself» here must refer to something other than this mere grammatical abi-
l i t y. But whatever it is, this self we morbidly want to be rid of must be some-
thing (though not of course a «thing») the wanting or not wanting to be of
which is somehow under our control. Since it would be incautious in a post-
Freudian age to deny that there we re unconscious wishes of wanting to be
rid of things (or people), it will be a decided advantage if whatever sense we
can make of Kierk e g a a rd's notion of a sickness of the spirit made allow a n c e
for phenomena of the kind Freud attempted to explain by referring to wishes
that are unconscious. To say what Kierk e g a a rd's pathology of selfhood is one
must first point out what it is not. A contemporary pathology of selfhood
would codify insights into the difficulties of forming and sustaining person-
al identity: not knowing what to make of oneself or what to count impor-
tant in life. Such a pathology arises in response to such psyc h o s o c i o l o g i c a l
facts as that in today's societies it is harder than it once was to be engaged in
activities that give us a sense of personal worth. T h e re is an interest in study-
ing the ways in which people fail to find identities or, having become selve s
of a sort, the factors that pre vent them maintaining them. We find insights
ve ry similar to these in Kierk e g a a rd, so much so that many people see in him
a prophet of this modern m a l a i s e. But his pathology contains one feature that
makes it altogether different. He provides a reason for enduring the suffer-
ings of emergent selfhood.

So far the only reason in the pathology sketched here could be some claim
about selfhood containing the promise of a happier or more stable life. T h e
reason would be utilitarian, which is to say that if the pain outweighed the
gains it would be better to give up the struggle. The reason would be no less
utilitarian if selfhood was said to be a condition of the social stability need-
ed for longer-term happinesses. Kierk e g a a rd takes whatever he means by self-
hood to be a mode of personal fulfilment. Any attempt to turn one's back
on the task of becoming a self becomes a denial of one's destiny or one's be-
ing. The advantage of Kierk e g a a rd's view is that it expresses the sense people
h a ve, before they lose it as they often do, of being inherently worthwhile. T h o s e
who pre s e rve this sense see in a utilitarian justification a mere makeshift, a
vain attempt to find some general positive norm in some part of the re p e r-
t o i re of human behaviour that is shared by eve ryone. The attempt is vain be-
cause it fails conspicuously to address the question of why it is so import a n t
to be human. If it is objected that Kierk e g a a rd merely begs that question, one
may reply that it is better to beg a question than not to face it.

Because they see him as a prophet of our contemporary m a l a i s e, interpre t e r s
of Kierk e g a a rd often re p resent his view as a rather banal one. What despai-
rers fail to do is re veal themselves to the world or even to themselves. T h e y
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fail to pull themselves together into integrated sources of initiative. Ta k i n g
their cue from Assessor Wilhelm's advice to «choose oneself», these interpre t e r s
assume that to despair in Kierk e g a a rd's sense is to let one's life fritter away
in short-term enterprises, responding to the moment instead of organizing
one's life around a firm intention or life-plan.

T h e re is much in Kierk e g a a rd that supports this view, the theme of irre s o-
luteness and criticism of activity that is really only a case-by-case response to
outside circumstances are to be found in his earliest public talk and crop up
constantly in the early works, notably Ei t h e r / Or. At first it looks as though
K i e rk e g a a rd we re concerned mainly with the way in which people fail to be-
come thoroughly socialized. But in The Sickness unto De a t h the manner of
integration is been changed and its centre shifted. Kierk e g a a rd talks now of
loss of self as something that can pass unnoticed, «unlike eve ry other loss: an
arm, leg, fifty dollars, a wife, etc.» (S V 3 15, 90/62-63) The reason is that pre-
senting a consistent face to the world in the way thoroughly socialized peo-
ple can, is a most effective means of refusing either to be or to take up the
question of becoming what Kierk e g a a rd means by «oneself». A budding vio-
linist loses an arm, a promising athlete a leg; a thrifty man loses fifty dollars,
a proud husband his wife. Naturally they despair. But according to Kierk e g a a rd
their real despair is something else. It is the thought that you are nothing if
not a violinist, an athlete, solvent, or we d .

The self one loses behind these facades is a self that has no defining charac-
teristics. If one regains this self, just as there is nothing to be pointed to as
its loss, there is nothing that can be pointed to as its repossession. But what
can such an invisible selfhood amount to? Although Kierk e g a a rd talks of a
«naked» self with no distinction other than its sense of part i c u l a r i t y, in other
w o rds a self reduced to mere grammatical re f l e x i v i t y, this is still only the «abs-
tract form of the self», its «most abstract possibility.» (S V 3 15, 122/99)
Selfhood proper must take some shape in the world, in the form of distin-
guishable concerns and deeds. The point is not that no descriptions should
apply but that when descriptions do apply, the value of the concerns and ac-
tivities in question now resides not in the mutual evaluations we make of peo-
ple on the basis of such descriptions, but in the activity having its source in
the self's sense of doing God's will.

K i e rk e g a a rd talks of two main kinds of despair. One of them is an un-
willingness to be a self of this kind. Willingness to be such a self would mean
accepting that finite successes (or failures) don't count. But it would also mean
admitting that thinking they do count is simply a convenient way of pro t e c t i n g
oneself from the thought that they do not. This is a typical piece of
K i e rk e g a a rdian pathology: in suiting their goals to their abilities as they see
them, people are shrinking from the tests that really face them. A pre o c c u-
pation with achievement or with cutting an admirable figure, chasing suc-
cess, all this is a defensive strategem. The other main kind of despair is that
of those who see that this is the case but refuse to bow to the thought that
their selves have their origin in God. They take it upon themselves to define
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their own standards of success, possibly ambitious standards in their way, and
in conforming with these they become their «own» selves rather than selve s
c e n t red on God. Kierk e g a a rd calls this kind of despair defiance.

In an extreme version, a contemporary pathology might see nothing wro n g
with the individual and take the «illness» to reside in society. The individual
need make no adjustments that will not occur automatically once the envi-
ronment has been made healthy. Kierk e g a a rd makes repeated claims that his
own age is an age of despair, and points out that there are plenty of social
roles behind which one can hide one's lack of selfhood. But for Kierk e g a a rd
it is not society that should change but the individual. If society is sick, that
is an expression of a sickness in its members individually.

K i e rk e g a a rd calls it a sickness «unto death». His reason is that it is a pro-
ject that cannot be completed; you cannot die from your self, not even by
physically dying, since the self you are transcends your physical and social per-
sona. That also means that human fulfilment calls for support from a trans-
cendent source. To be cured of despair you must have faith but also have it
in more than some abstract intellectual sense. It is a matter of the self as a
whole. The recipe for being rid of despair and gaining oneself is: «in re l a t i n g
to itself and wanting to be itself, the self is grounded tranparently in the powe r
that established it.» (S V 3 15, 71/44)

Objections spring to one's lips. But take care! If they spring too quickly
you may be playing into your respondent's hands. He might take the ve ry
speed with which your objections come to mind as evidence of a refusal that
is more than just intellectual. The thought behind Kierk e g a a rd's pathology
is that where one denies things because one wants to, one may find that want-
ing to do so one is a way of defending oneself against the hidden fear that
what one wants to deny may after all be true. The question is how «hidden»
a fear can be when the hiding belongs to «spirit» and is there f o re something
for which we are accountable. At least it would be a mistake to think that for
K i e rk e g a a rd a person «suffering» from despair is at eve ry moment in a situa-
tion of choice where the options of health and disease clearly present them-
s e l ves. That at any rate would make it impossible for the fears to be hidden.
But for Kierk e g a a rd the most common forms of despair are those in which
the choice is not clearly in view. The despairer may talk and behave as though
some such choice had been made, and indeed it is typical of some despair-
ing to assume that the decision in favour of health has already been made, or
e ven that it has been defiantly rejected in favour of something the despaire r
may even call despair. But the real despair that Kierk e g a a rd talks about in T h e
Sickness unto De a t h lies in the fact, as that work claims, that these people are
g u a rding themselves against having to take the re a l choice —a choice they
would have to make against the backdrop of the realization that in merely fi-
nite terms they are n o t h i n g. They are holding this crucial insight at arm's
length, pretending that it isn't something they really have to face. The sub-
t e rfuges can be subtle, for instancey substituting an easier version of the choice
that conve rts the issue of despair/not-despair into one grasped in terms one
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can accept, that is to say, in terms of what on a reasonable assessment life seems
to offer. «Despair» then ensues when the assessment proves too optimistic and
relief or rejoicing when it doesn't. No r m a l l y, when you turn your back on
something you know what is behind yo u .

The pro t e c t i ve attitude Kierk e g a a rd talks about is something at once less
conscious and more diffuse. It may take the form of a rigidly pre s e rved self-
satisfaction, but equally it can be found in certain kinds of escapism where
limitations of ability are ignored and life tends to be lived in the realm of fan-
t a s y. Mo s t l y, according to Kierk e g a a rd, the pro t e c t i ve attitude which he calls
despair is to be found in the emphatic way people count on certain things
happening or not happening. His diagnostic observation is that the inve s t-
ment in no way matches the result if the latter is grasped as the purely finite
c i rcumstance it is. The same diagnosis may apply to the emphatic and self-
righteous ways in which we reject such notions as «spirit» or «Go d » .

Faced with a «case» that refused to accept his diagnosis, what would
K i e rk e g a a rd do? The stock response, «Your refusal only shows I'm right», is
of course unsatisfactory for reasons well formulated by Po p p e r. If the pattern
of conversation continues in that way the chances are that the «view» behind
the diagnosis has no meaning. One may on Popperian grounds resist the con-
clusion that because it lacks e m p i r i c a l meaning such a claim lacks meaning
altogether so that the view may have some heuristic value in the deve l o p i n g
of theories that do have empirical content. One may even preempt the need
to re s o rt to that defence by allowing to first-personal insight an evidential sta-
tus equal to that accorded to statements of observation, claiming that expo-
s u re to the collective insights of a writer like Kierk e g a a rd can enhance a sense
of their rightness. But of course it could be claimed equally that the expo-
s u re can have a damagingly ideological effect. Gi ven Kierk e g a a rd's re p u t a t i o n
for eccentricity, this possibility may prompt the question, Do you trust a
pathologist himself considered by many to be «pathological»? Some, like
Adorno, would expose him to a competing pathology in which his ve ry con-
cept of selfhood assumes morbid aspects.

Rather than look for an independent platform from which to judge the
merits of one «anthropathology» against those of another, it may be more fru i t-
ful just to let the competing views, as visions, fight for allegiance in the minds
and hearts of those whose grasp of life is broad and deep enough to allow them
to test them in the light of their own experience. It is still possible to do that
in a context familiar to Kierk e g a a rd himself. Whether or not God is dead, con-
t r a ry to many's belief Hegel is certainly still ve ry much alive. Cu r re n t
Hegelians are people who would look upon quite a lot of what Kierkegaard
describes as despair as healthy participation in society. Against the meliorism
inherent in Hegel and the idea that fulfilment occurs at the end of history,
Kierkegaardians can see human fulfilment as a possibility even in socially op-
p re s s i ve circumstances and thus history itself the proper domain of the human.

The visions are ve ry different but Hegel and Kierk e g a a rd are both opti-
mists about the value of the commonplace and eve ryd a y. The difference is
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that where Hegel thinks that we will find the values are validated by re a s o n ,
K i e rk e g a a rd believes that, if they are there at all, it must be by our assisting
them and allowing them to flourish. For that we must loosen the grip we al-
l ow the world to have on us and cease to tailor our hopes to our normal ex-
pectancies. Instead of clinging on to our deficiencies because it is they that
g i ve us our distinction, or pointing to our inabilities or weaknesses as exc u-
ses, and then generalizing them on behalf of humankind as a kind of pro o f
of man's imperfectibility —proof even of the falsity of the picture of man that
speaks of this as i mp e rfection— we should accept our weaknesses for what
they are and look at them as indications that the task is that more difficult.
(S V 3 15, 126/103) Pathology is properly considered a science of the inflic-
tions impeding human fulfilment. Kierk e g a a rd's science is of the subtle
strategems mankind deploys to deny itself fulfilment. The aim of pathology
is to minimize suffering («pathos» in the original sense). Kierk e g a a rd is con-
cerned with a sickness of the spirit which morbidly extends this aim into an
a rea where certain kinds of suffering are actually called for. Consistently for
someone who claims that in matters of spirit words must acquire a transferre d
(ove rf ø rt) sense, for Kierk e g a a rd a «pathology» —though he never uses the
w o rd— of the self as spirit would be a science not of human suffering but of
human faint-heartedness in the face of the pains of separation attending the
individual's development as a spiritual being.
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